ONE MESSAGE FROM YOUR 1982 PROGRAM CHAIRMAN

I hope that all have had at least some time to unwind and rejuvenate this past summer and your return to the classroom this fall can be with renewed enthusiasm and energy. We'd like to think that most of you will be able to include the 1982 AMCBT meeting as part of that continuing renewal process.

As you can see by the enclosed schedule, most of the program details have been fixed at this point. We could still use someone to lead a session on stretch departmental dollars and the process of departmental budget planning. We also use more people to describe and demonstrate microcomputer programs that have worked well in their instruction. Let me know if you could handle these areas.

I would like to reiterate Kemp's advice on getting in your reservations early. Keep in mind lodging in Pella itself may be limited. The deadline for meal resems is Tuesday, October 5.

We are hoping that you have examined the enclosed 1982 program you might show colleague copy in order to encourage greater participation in the organization. A friend or two to the meeting with you! You can anticipate a great unity for picking up new ideas for improving your own biology program as well as exchanging other ideas and forming friendships with fellow biologists from other campuses.

See you in Pella,

Neil Baird
1982 Program Chairman